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Abstract

One of the reasons that reverberation degrades speech 

intelligibility  is the effect of overlap-masking, in which 

segments of an acoustic signal are affected by

reverberation components of previous segments [Bolt et 

al., 1949]. To reduce the overlap-masking, Arai et al.

suppressed steady-state portions having more energy, 

but which are less crucial for speech perception, and

confirmed promising results for improving speech

intelligibility [Arai et al., 2002]. Our goal is to provide a 

pre-processing filter for each auditorium. To explore

the relationship between the effect of a pre-processing

filter and reverberation conditions, we conducted a

perceptual test with steady-state suppression under

various reverberation conditions. The results showed

that processed stimuli performed better than

unprocessed ones and clear improvements were

observed for reverberation conditions of 0.8 - 1.0s. We 

certified that steady-state suppression was an effective

pre-processing method for improving speech

intelligibility under reverberant conditions and proved 

the effect of overlap-masking.

1. Introduction

In a large auditorium, perceiving speech is often difficult.

This is due to reverberation that is caused by a

superposition of reflected sounds with various delays 

and amplitudes. Reverberation is important for music as 

it provides rich sounds, but it degrades speech

intelligibility. Because reverberation tails affect

subsequent segments, an acoustic signal of one

segment is masked by the reverberation components of 

the previous portion, and this effect of overlap-masking

degrades speech intelligibility [1] [2].

There are several general approaches for improving 

speech intelligibility in reverberant environments:

microphone array, post-processing and pre-processing.

Microphone array takes advantage of spatial

information about sound source and assures the
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ion of the desired signal. Thus it can enhance the 

d sound source by reducing noise and

eration [3] [4].

 post-processing method is applied to a speech 

l already released into a room and affected by

eration. As an example of a post-processing

ach, inverse filtering [5] [6] and modulation

ng [7] [8] are used. Minimum phase inverse filtering

dereverberation technique which applies inverse

ng, supposing that the impulse response of a room 

minimum phase. Modulation filtering alters the 

lation spectrum of a signal, which is derived from a 

ency analysis of the temporal envelope of the

passed signal.

 the pre-processing approach, a speech signal is

ssed between a microphone and loudspeaker.

pre-processing operates on a speech signal

en a microphone and loudspeaker, this method 

be used with a Public Address (PA) system.

hans and Strube applied the same technique in pre-

ssing as they used in post-processing, but no

improvement was found [7]. It has been

vered that the important modulation frequency of a

l for speech perception is around 4Hz. It has also

confirmed that the peak of the modulation

um shifts to the lower modulation frequency and 

odulation index is reduced as the acoustic signal is 

berated [9]. Thus, Kusumoto et al. enhanced this 

ular frequency region in their application of a

lation filter [10]. They showed promising results 

proving speech intelligibility.

 their pre-processing approach, Arai et al.

essed the steady-state portions of speech in order 

uce the influence of overlap-masking caused by 

eration, and they obtained clear improvements 

To decrease the effect of overlap-masking, one 

think to lessen the energy of preceding portions

ehand so that the energy of reverberation

onents overlapping to a subsequent portion is 

ated. However, it is reported that while spectral



transition is crucial for syllable perception, vowel nuclei 

are not necessary for either vowel or syllable perception 

[12]. Therefore, Arai et al. suppressed the steady-state

portions, as these portions of speech have more energy 

but are less crucial for speech perception, in order to 

reduce the effect of overlap-masking caused by

reverberation tails of previous portions [11]. They 

confirmed promising results for improving speech

intelligibility.

The purpose of our study is to explore the effect of 

steady-state suppression under various reverberant

conditions. Our ultimate goal is to provide a filter for 

pre-processing which is suitable for an individual

auditorium having a distinct reverberation time. In order 

to achieve this, we need to better understand the

relationship between the effect of a pre-processing filter 

and reverberation condition. However, it is difficult to 

examine the effect of pre-processing by varying both 

parameters simultaneously. Thus, we altered only the

reverberation condition and explored the effects on a

single filter as reverberation condition varied. To explore

this relationship, a perceptual experiment has been 

carried out with the steady-state suppression under

reverberation times of 0.9 - 1.3s [13]. The results show

that the steady-state suppression with a specific

suppression rate prevented the degradation of speech

intelligibility within a certain range of reverberation time.

The results also show clear improvements for relatively

shorter reverberation conditions within the range of 0.9 -

1.3s. In order to investigate the effect of the steady-

state suppression at shorter reverberation conditions

than those in [13], we conduct a perceptual test with 

reverberation times of 0.4 - 1.0s. 

2. Perceptual Experiment

2.1. Reverberant conditions

The artificial impulse responses 
nh  were created as Eq. 

(1) to obtain the desired reverberation conditions [14]:

)()( theth o

t

n
τ−

= (1)

where τ is a time constant. The original impulse

response
oh  used for this study was measured in the 

Hamming Hall, Higashi-Yamato City, Tokyo (A

reflection board was not used.). Thus, we can obtain the 

desired reverberation time as a function of τ . Table 1 

shows the set of reverberation conditions used in our 

experiment.

Reverberation time is defined as the time the decay 

curve of the impulse response decrease 60 dB from

steady state. We used Early Decay Time (EDT), which is

the time it took for 10 dB of reverberation decay, and we 
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ble 1: Reverberation conditions used in the experiment

pulse

sponse

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

 (s) 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0

lied that by six, to extrapolate the reverberation time. 

teady-state Suppression

pplied the same method as in [11] to suppress the 

y-state portions of speech. This signal processing 

lates the D parameter to measure a spectral

tion [12] and defines a speech portion as steady-

when D is less than a certain threshold. D is 

lly same as the parameter proposed by Furui [12];

s paper, we used D as the mean square of the 

sion coefficients for each time trajectory of the 

thmic envelope of a subband. Once a portion is 

dered steady-state, the amplitude of the portion is 

lied by the factor 0.4 (a suppression rate of 40%).

timuli

riginal signals consisted of nonsense Consonant-

l (CV) syllables embedded in a Japanese carrier

e. The twenty-four CVs used in the experiment are 

n in Table 2. The original speech samples were 

ed from the ATR Speech Database of Japanese.

V syllables were selected from the monosyllable

set. The carrier phrase is a combination of two 

l sentences taken from a sentence data set. The 

ning position of the target vowel was adjusted to 

s from the end of the pre-target carrier phrase to 

ol the amount of energy overlapping to the target 

the previous portion. We used 150ms because

durations of Japanese syllables are between 150-

s.

e stimuli consisted of four conditions: the original 

ls (Org), the processed signals (Proc), the original 

ls with reverberation (Org_rev) and the processed 

ls with reverberation (Proc_rev).

ubjects

ty-two normal hearing subjects (11 males and 11 

es, ages 19 to 27) participated in the experiment. All 

native speakers of Japanese.

rocedure

experiment, controlled by a computer, was 

ucted in a soundproof ro om. The stimuli were 

nted with headphones (STAX SR-303), and the 

 level was adjusted to each subject’s comfort 

 In the experiment, a stimulus was presented at 

 tr ial. Then 24 CVs in Kana orthography were



Table 2 : CVs used in the experiment

Voiceless

consonants

+Vowels

Voiced

consonants

+Vowels

Stops

+ Vowels

/pa/ /ta/ /ka/

/pi/ /ki/

/ba/ /da/ /ga/

/bi/   /gi/

Fricatives

+ Vowels

/sa/ /�a/ /ha/

/�i/  /hi/

Affricates

+ Vowels

/t�a/

/t�i/

/dza/ /d�a/

/d�i/

Nasals

+ Vowels

/ma/ /na/

/mi/ /ni/

shown on the PC screen. Subjects were forced to choose one 

of 24 CVs by clicking a button on the PC screen with a 

mouse. For each subject, 288 stimuli were presented 

randomly (5 reverberation conditions x 24 CVs x 2

processing conditions + 24 CVs x 2 processing

conditions).

3. Experimental Results

 The mean percent correct for each reverberation and 

processing condition is shown in Table 3. A  2 x 5

ANOVA for repeated measures was performed,

confirming significant main effects of processing (p <

0.001), impulse response (p < 0.001) and interaction (p =

0.006). For the comparison of means between

processing, a t-test was performed for each impulse 

response. A significant difference was obtained for the

r3-r4 conditions [r3: Org_rev (73.9%), Proc_rev (82.4%),

p < 0.001; r4: Org_rev (70.1%), Proc_rev (79.2%), p <

0.001]. The mean percent correct for each processing 

condition without reverberation is shown in Table 4.

Table 3 : Mean percent correct in each condition

with reverberation

Impulse

Responses
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

Org_rev (%) 90.7 84.3 73.9 70.1 69.5

Proc_rev (%) 92.8 86.6 82.4 79.2 73.7

Table 4: Mean percent correct in each condition

without reverberation

Org (%) 97.0

Proc (%) 97.2
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4. Discussions

ignificant main effect of processing is that steady-

suppression improved speech intelligibility in 

erant environments. The interaction indicated that 

fect of the steady-state suppression depended on 

eration time. The results show that correct rates 

th Org and Proc were almost the same. This shows 

peech intelligibility of processed stimuli was not

ded compared to stimuli in which steady-state

ns were not suppressed. Therefore, our results 

m that the steady-state suppression is useful for

ving speech intelligibility as a pre-processing

d and that the effect of the steady-state

ession differed with respect to reverberation time.

e significant main effect of reverberation confirms

correct rates declined as reverberation time

sed, regardless of processing. The results  also 

that the difference of correct rates between

rev and Org_rev decreased as reverberation time

ned. The results indicate that 0.8 s is the lower

of reverberation time in which we observe

icant improvements with the suppression rate of 

 addition to the results that significant

vements were obtained with reverberation times of 

.9 s, a close to significant difference was obtained

 condition [Org_rev  (69.5%), Proc_rev (73.7%),

57]. The previous study [13] had tested the effect

 steady-state suppression with reverberation times

9 - 1.3 s and significant improvements were

ved with those of 0.9 - 1.2s. The results in this

 and in [13] indicate that the steady-state

ession is effective for r5 condition because we 

that the significant effect of processing may

r continuously in the certain range of

eration time. Therefore, we concluded that the

 of the steady-state suppression with the

ession rate of 40 % improved speech intelligibility

verberant times of 0.8 - 1.2s.

5. Conclusions

s paper, we investigated the range of reverberant 

tions for steady-state suppression [11] that

ve speech intelligibility in reverberant

nments by reducing the effect of overlap-masking.

xplore the relationship between the steady-state

ession and several reverberation conditions, we 

cted a perceptual test with a set of artificial

eration conditions. The results showed that clear 

vements were obtained with reverberation times of 

1.0 s. We certify that steady-state suppression is

ffective pre-processing method for improving

h intelligibility under reverberant conditions and



proves the effect of overlap-masking. We predict that the 

range of reverberant conditions in which clear

improvements are observed may be different as we

change the suppression rate of the steady-state portions.

Thus, we would like to investigate the upper limit of 

reverberation time which prevents degrading speech

intelligibility by the steady-state suppression when the

suppression rate is increased. Also we would like to 

explore the effect of steady-state suppression in an 

actual hall.
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